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Latest update on our client “Elizabeth”
She shared pictures from her baptism
last month. When we asked when
her son was getting baptized she said,
“Very soon.”
As you may recall, this is the client
that said, “If you hadn’t encouraged
me to tell my mother, my son might
not be here with me today. I’ve made
a lot of mistakes in my life, but giving
birth to Michael is not one of them.”

Anna’s Story
It was the summer I turned 15--not even in high school yet. The guy was
older and “bad news”. I was scared. My mother said I couldn’t have the baby.
I didn’t know what I wanted except that I wanted it to be over, one way or the
other. Now, 25 years later and after the birth of my first child at the age of 40,
the realization of what I had done back then is almost incomprehensible.
All these years I never gave it much of a thought, as though it didn’t even
happen, and it was the “right” thing to do. Now I am filled with regret, loss
and guilt. Every time I look at my beautiful son, I am reminded of the baby

that never had a chance. I feel I don’t deserve
any relief from my guilt and pain, it is my
punishment for taking a life, the life of MY
OWN child. I realized I am now looking at it
with the eyes of an adult and not a teen. Who
knows how it would have turned out. But, that
is the point...it could have turned out just fine.
I will never know. ~ Anna
Forty-four years after the Supreme Court
ruled in Roe v. Wade that laws banning
abortion invaded a woman’s privacy, we have many women (& men) suffering
from past abortions. Abortion healing is available with Rachel’s
Vineyard Twin Cities, (763) 250-9391

Marriage Material Program Update
Baby Helen’s mom turned away
from abortion, stayed connected
with our mentoring program and is
now married to Baby Helen’s Dad!
We have one little happy family on
our hands now. It is hard to
imagine what would have
happened if Baby Helen had been
aborted. She is only 8 months old
but already cruising around the
furniture!

We were given permission by a young woman to cancel her abortion
appointment she had scheduled with Planned Parenthood. At the end of the
conversation, she asked that our prayer partners also include prayers for her
boyfriend. So sweet!

FO U NDE R S FAV OR ITE

By Nancy Kiolbasa

Sometimes our hearts can become hardened towards the
women seeking abortion. I thought I would share a
snapshot of one week, the women who called, and the
reason they’re searching for abortions:

•
•
•
•
•

• 16 weeks along, starting to panic that she may be
reaching a point where she is too far along to get an
abortion
• Woman called after going to the emergency room and
finding out she was pregnant & she’s 48 years old
The young woman who allowed us to cancel her abortion appointment was
worried she wouldn’t be able to see her 5 year old daughter if she continued on
with her pregnancy.
Too exhausted taking care of her 5 children & couldn’t see how she could
handle her 6th
Client is homeless with her 6 year old & ultrasound shows she is 13 weeks
pregnant
Husband pressuring woman to get an abortion
Client is living alone and would not have any support with the baby

Some of these clients are staying pregnant and some are still choosing abortion. It
helps to remember that God is the author of life and death. Also I often think of
St. Teresa of Calcutta’s quote, God does not require us to be successful,
only faithful.
TRIBUTE GIVING
Donations given In Honor or In Memory of:
John and Beverly Neidermire in celebration of the baptism of their granddaughter Karen Beverly
Mark and Molly Druffner in honor of Tom Loome
In Memory of Carol Ann Stockstead by Joe & Nancy Kiolbasa
Ann Manthey in honor of her parents, Leo & Dodo Fraser
John Hicks in memory of Marian Hicks

Sue Stanich volunteered to help
us collect and deliver furniture
and household items for a
pregnant client named Shawn.
She just got an apartment after
being homeless for 6 months.
The night before she slept on the
floor with her 5 year old
daughter. Shawn was so happy to
see us delivering beds! Another
volunteer, Jackie, purchased and
delivered a kitchen table and
today yet another volunteer,
Cheryl, is bringing a microwave
and food. God is good!
Getting ready to unload the Uhaul
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